The team behind Out of School Children’s School now under the banner of iFeel has registered its foundation. iFeel, which stands for International Foundation for Education Empowerment and Learning, shall not only be running OSC schools but shall also initiate many other educational projects, insha Allah.

OSCS has been providing quality education to underprivileged children for the past seven years and shall be the leading project of iFeel. With nearly 700 children in ten branches of OSCS, iFeel aims to bring a thousand over age street children back to main stream education this year. iFeel shall not only establish independent branches of OSCS, but also promote partnerships with Government or semi Government organizations to make quality primary education possible for every deserving child.

One Year Fast Track Primary Program

In April 2015, seven new centers were initiated for fast track primary education at OSCS branches. Here, nearly 250 students of ages 10 and above are getting seven years of schooling at an accelerated pace and we aim to have them in grade V by May 2016.

iFeel gets more locations from FDE for OSCS branches

In February 2015, senior management of iFeel met with the minister of state for CADD, Mr. Usman Ibrahim, and offered to give free educational services to out of school needy children. As a result of this meeting the Federal Directorate of Education provided premises in five public schools in Islamabad, located near slum areas. After maintenance work and white washing of the venues, new branches have been established in F.G. Schools in the G-6/2, I-10/4, I-9/1 and E-11 sectors of Islamabad. Around 250 children have been admitted in these branches so far.

iFeel Training Center and OSCS senior branch

On 1st May 2015 three classes from the F-11 branch were shifted to a newly rented building in an area known as Mehra Jafer, very close to the F-11/1 sector of Islamabad. This place shall be equipped with all the materials needed to conduct effective trainings and implement new ideas in education. All trainings and meetings are now held here.

OSCS Girls branch opens in I-9/1 slum area

Due to the growing need for a girls school in the conservative community of I-9, a new girls branch of OSCS was established on 12th Sep 2014. The OSCS team at H-9 branch initiated this project by conducting surveys and speaking with local community members. This is the first branch inside the community, making it very easy for students to reach school. Due to this venture, girls who were not allowed to step outside their homes by parents, now have access to education. There are nearly 40 girls in this branch in the age group of 7-18 years.

OSCS G-14 branch in collaboration with Quran Ghar

In March 2015 OSCS entered into a partnership with a local organization named Quran Ghar located in the G-14 sector of Islamabad, as a result of which a branch of OSCS has been established here. Currently 75 students are enrolled in this center, out of which 35 have been selected for the accelerated primary program. More admissions are expected in the coming months as there are four communities in the vicinity of the Institute having a large number of out of school children.
Class 5 Exam Results
The 4th batch of OSC school students of the F-11 branch appeared in the class V examinations held by FDE Islamabad this year. All of them passed with good grades. Positions holders were:

- Anum Yousuf — 1st
- Mahnoor Faiz — 2nd
- Sadia Ali — 3rd

They have been admitted in the 6th grade in Federal Government Model School for Girls F-11/1. OSCS has provided all of these students with uniforms and notebooks for their new classes.

OSCS Alumni get top positions in senior classes
The Alumni of OSCS who have graduated and joined Islamabad Model School for girls F-11/1 are performing well, and like in previous years, have bagged top positions in their respective classes.

Class 8
Tanzeela Akbar — 2nd

Class 7
Tahira Batool — 1st
Farwa Akbar — 3rd

Class 6
Kainat Amresh — 1st
Sonia Zahoor — 2nd

Visitors at OSCS
In November 2014 Director General, Federal Directorate of Education, Mr. Amir Ashraf Khwaja visited OSCS F-11 branch and appreciated the efforts of teachers in imparting good quality education to out of school children. This was during his visit to F.G Model School for Girls F-11/1, host to the first OSCS branch since 2009.

In February 2015, Justice (Retd) Raza Khan, Secretary ministry of Law and Justice and Human rights visited OSCS H-9 branch at NCPC. He encouraged the students to work hard to become successful and productive citizens of Pakistan.

OSCS students at SEECS NUST for “An Hour of Code”
On 8th Dec 2014, 65 students from OSC School were invited to NUST School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (SEECS). This initiative was taken to teach programming to students under the world wide campaign “An Hour of Code”. The students had an exciting experience learning the power of computing in an educational environment.

A Room to Read by students of FAST NU
As part of their final year project, a group of MBA students of FAST NU set up a beautiful library in a small room in OSCS H-9 hosting close to 400 books needed at primary level, toys, dozens of CDs and a computer. They raised all the necessary funds for this project (named A Room to Read). The opening ceremony of the reading room was held on 6th November 2014 by eminent cartoonist Nigar Nazar.

Students love the room and enjoy regular story reading sessions there.

OSCS Students at Margalla Hills learning about Wild Life
On 27th October 2014 a nature walk was organized by Hamaliyan Wild Life for the students of OSCS F-11 branch. The same activity for H-9 branch took place on 3rd December 2014. Students enjoyed the afternoon learning about nature, wild life and plants.

Shahid, a student of OSCS H-9 branch also bagged 3rd prize in a painting contest arranged here in February 2015.
OSC School representation at WISE Summit at Doha Qatar

In November 2014 one of the members of the OSC School team was invited by the Qatar Foundation to attend the World Innovation Summit for Education- WISE at Doha Qatar. The Qatar Foundation established the World Innovation Summit for Education (WISE) in 2009. WISE is an international platform for creative thinking, debate and purposeful action in the field of education. This year the summit was about creativity at a primary level and many of the concepts introduced are now being applied at OSCS.

Keeping the Spirit Alive—14th August

On 20th August 2014 a competition among the sister schools of OSCS was organized to commemorate the sacrifices made by our nation to earn the free country of Pakistan. Multiple contests were held among the students including a declamation contest, a skit, a true story, a painting competition, a quiz and kalaam-e-Iqbal (Iqbal’s poetry). Students were happy to be acknowledged for their hard work. Prizes were awarded at the end of the event to winning teams. A similar function was arranged at the Tarnol branch in which students participated eagerly. They performed a tableau and skits to show their talent and convey the importance of this event.

Ration Distribution to Families of OSCS students in Ramadan

In July 2014 families of the students of OSCS H-9, F-11 and Tarnol branches received rations for the holy month of Ramadan. Abrar Foundation arranged for half of the food supplies at the Tarnol branch. We especially thank the staff of the Pakistan Girls Guides Association for providing us the logistics for ration distribution to take place for the students of the H-9 branch.

May Allah reward all those who participated in this activity.

Field trips

A two day field trip program was planned by an NGO named Rozan for students of OSCS H-9 branch on Universal Children Day 2014. A number of activities were arranged with the purpose of helping students express themselves through exposure visits. Students visited the Pakistan Monument, the Islamabad Museum and Marghazar Zoo.

Students of OSCS F-11 Branch Perform on stage

In June 2014 OSC school students of the F-11 branch won a prize in a skit competition arranged by the Sustainable Development Policy Institute (SDPI) at Islamabad Council of Arts on Environment Day.

Medical Camps for students of OSCS H-9

On 9th September 2014 a medical camp was organized by the team of OSCS at NCPC at H-9. This was needed because of the health issues faced by our students daily and observed by teachers to be a hindrance to their studies. A similar camp was arranged for the F-11 branch students also.

On 12th February 2015 an eye camp was arranged by Alamgir Trust for OSCS H-9 students and free glasses were made for those who had weak eye sight.

Workshops for Teachers

Why should the teachers be left behind in learning and having fun?

An exciting Team Building workshop was arranged for all OSCS teacher in January 2015. An interesting straw tower activity was done as a practical team project and a short training sessions was also conducted on “Child Behavior”.

OSCS teachers and coordinators also took part in a three day training based on teaching methodologies at NCE office in I-10. More than 60 people from OSCS attended this training and are now effectively using these newly learnt techniques in their classes to make learning more exciting for their students.

Winter Uniform given to all students of OSCS

In November and December 2014, winter uniforms along with sweaters, caps, gloves, socks and shoes, were arranged for all students studying in OSCS branches.

At OSCS Tarnol branch, the Abrar Foundation purchased winter uniforms for their students and made warm clothes available well in time.

OSCS F-11 students at AIEX 2015

On 21st April 2015 the students of OSCS F-11 visited the inspiring science exhibition AIEX Islam Tech, organized by Al-Huda International School. Many aspects ranging from space science to nano technology were explained by students in an interesting manner using models and presentations. For the students of OSCS it was a great learning experience.
**iFeel for Education**

Give them hope through quality education, give them a chance to change their life! Sponsor a student of OSCS for an amount of Rs.1000 per month. It will cover all expenses from books and tuition to uniforms and lunch.

**iFeel for Health**

Ever wonder how much ailing students suffer at school? If you are a doctor, you can help us reduce this suffering. Have yourself enrolled in our volunteer program and be a part of our free medical camps for OSCS children.

**iFeel for Orphans**

We can’t bring their parents back, but we can bring joy back to their lives! Help us support the needy families who are raising orphans children of their close relatives. The new food program aims at retaining orphan children in school and reducing drop out rate by providing their guardian families with monthly food supplies. The small amount of Rs.2000 per month can help support a family raising orphan children.

**Highest achievers at OSCS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Branch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursery</td>
<td>Fatima</td>
<td>Tarnol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yaseen</td>
<td>H-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.G.</td>
<td>Ulfat bibi</td>
<td>F-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Fiza Shehzad</td>
<td>F-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Adil</td>
<td>Tarnol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Kiran Ahmad</td>
<td>F-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Mahnur Nawaz</td>
<td>F-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Anum Yousuf</td>
<td>F-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bank details**

Account Title: Intl Foundation for Edu Empowerment and Learning (iFeel)
Account number: 0101736462
IBAN: PK55MEZN0003040101736462
Swift Code: MEZNPKKA Meezan Bank, F-10 Markaz, Islamabad, Pakistan

After any deposits please send us an email at info@ifeel.pk

**Contact iFeel**

Website: www.ifeel.pk
Email: info@ifeel.pk
Phone: 0321-538-7236

Address 1: iFeel c/o WeCreate Center, Select One Plaza, F-11 Markaz, Islamabad
Address 2: H.247, Major Road, F-11/4, Islamabad

~ OSC School ~

Website: www.oscschool.org
facebook.com/oscschool
Email: info@oscschool.org
Phone: 0321-538-7236

OSCS addresses on front page

**Prize winning picture**

Prize winner Shahid with his masterpiece on saving trees

**Learning is fun, Teaching is more**

Recycle
Reuse
Assembly Time

Books—the best of friends

Turning plastic bottles into colourful flower pots

Daily morning assembly at school

Showing and teaching class about types of vegetables

Giving a presentation on tools and their uses

---

Prophet Muhammad,
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him said:
“ The best people are the ones who are beneficial to mankind and the most evil are those who harm mankind”

---

**Sharing the Vision**

The joy of reading

We can’t bring their parents back, but we can bring joy back to their lives! Help us support the needy families who are raising orphan children of their close relatives.

The new food program aims at retaining orphan children in school and reducing drop out rate by providing their guardian families with monthly food supplies.

The small amount of Rs.2000 per month can help support a family raising orphan children.

---

**iFeel for Hunger**

Be a part of the Ramadan food drive with Rs.2000 per family or provide a healthy meal to a whole classroom full of students on regular school days with the same amount. It’s as simple as that!